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Listening Section. 
In this .section of the test, you will have the chance lo 
show how well you understand spoken English There 
are four parts to this section with special directions for 
each part. 
 
Part I 
Questions 1-4  
Directions: 
For each question, you will see a picture in \our test 
book and you will hear a question followed by live 
statements. The questions and the statements will be 
spoken two times. They will not be printed in your test 
book, so you must listen carefully to understand what 
the speaker says. 
When you hear the question and five statements look at 
the picture in your test book and choose the statement 
that best describes what you see in the picture. Then on 
the answer sheet, find the number of the question and 
mark your answer. Look at the sample below. 
Narrator: 
Look at the picture in your test book. What is the man 
doing? 
a. a,   He is looking at the picture of the two women, 
b. He is sitting in the garden holding a camera. 
c. I le is pointing at the two women. 
d. He is taking a photograph of the women. 
e. He is talking to the women. 
Sampler answer 
 
 
 

 
Statement (d) "He is taking a photograph of the 
women." best describes what you see in the picture 
Therefore, you should choose answer (d). 
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Part II 
Questions 5-10  
Directions: 
In this part of the test you will hear a statement or a 
question spoken in English, followed by five 
responses, also spoken in English. The statement or 
question and the responses will be spoken two times. 
They will not be printed in your test book, so you must 
listen carefully to understand what the speakers say. 
You have to choose the best response to each statement 
or question. 
 



UN-SMA-05-05 
Mark your answer on your answer sheet. 
 

UN-SMA-05-06 
Mark your answer on your answer sheet. 
 

UN-SMA-05-07 
Mark your answer on your answer sheet. 
 

UN-SMA-05-08 
Mark your answer on your answer sheet. 
 

UN-SMA-05-09 
Mark your answer on your answer sheet. 
 

UN-SMA-05-10 
Mark your answer on your answer sheet. 
 
Part III 
Questions 11-15  
Directions: 
In this part of the test, you will hear 2 conversations. 
They will be spoken two times. After you hear a 
conversation and the questions about it, read the five 
possible answers and decide which one would be the 
best answer to the questions you have heard- 
 

UN-SMA-05-11 
A. How to get a bus. 
B. How to get a taxi. 
C. How far to walk, 
D. How to get to the shopping center, 
E. How to shop at the market. 
 

UN-SMA-05-12 
A. Take a taxi, 
B. Wait for a bus. 
C. Ask for direction, 
D. Go to another place 
E. Walk to the shopping center. 
 

UN-SMA-05-13 
A. At a coffee shop. 
B. At Rudi's office 
C. At Sandra's office, 
D. At the police station, 
E. At a college. 
 

UN-SMA-05-14 
A. Some tea. 
B. Some soft drink, 
C. Some water, 
D. Some coffee., 
E. Orange juice, 
 

UN-SMA-05-15 
A. They are visitors, 
B. They are guests. 
C. They are colleagues, 
D. They are officers, 
E. They are friends. 
 
 

Part IV 
Questions 16- 20  
Directions: 
In this part of the test, you will hear 2 short texts. They 
will be spoken two times. After you hear a text and the 
question(s) about it, read the five possible answers and 
decide which one would be the best answer to the 
question(s) you have heard. 
 

UN-SMA-05-16 
A. Albert Einstein, 
B. Nobel Prize, 
C. University of Zurich, 
D. Hitler and his party, 
E. Einstein's famous work. 
 

UN-SMA-05-17 
A. In 1879. 
B. In 1905. 
C. In 1919. 
D. In 1933. 
E. In 1955. 
 

UN-SMA-05-18 
A. He wanted to meet Hitler. 
B. He wanted to receive the Nobel Prize, 
C. He wanted to talk to other scientists, 
D. -He wanted to make scientific researches, 
E. He wanted to continue his study. 
 

UN-SMA-05-19 
A. Preparing for landing. 
B. An announcement for departure. 
C. A save place for landing: 
D. Cabin attendants. 
E. The luggage of the passengers. 
 

UN-SMA-05-20 
A. On a bus. 
B. On a train, 
C. On a ship, 
D. On an aero plane, 
E. At the airport. 
 
This is the end of the listening section 
 



Reading Section 
In this part of the test, you have to choose the best 
answer to each question from the alternatives given. 
 
Text 1 
Read the following text to answer questions 21 and 
22. 

The market is called a floating market because the 
trade takes place on boats - in Indonesia they are called 
klotok and jukung. This market has existed for over 
400 years. In the past, people from inland areas brought 
their agricultural produce or handicrafts to sell. They 
bartered with people from the coastal areas. Nowadays 
people can buy things such as fruit, vegetables, 
traditional cakes and even clothes from this 'pasar 
terapung'. Another unique feature of these markets is 
the time of trading; it begins around 5 a.m. and finishes 
at 9 a.m. 
 

UN-SMA-05-21 
The paragraph mainly talks about ...  
A. handicrafts  
B. cakes and cuisine  
C. floating markets 
D. agriculture produce 
E. unique features of the markets 
 

UN-SMA-05-22 
"They bartered with people from the coastal areas. 
The underlined word means ... 
A. sold something for money 
B. exchanged goods for other goods 
C. sold their belongings to buy something 
D. bought something by using money 
E. tried to buy something without money 
 
Text 2 
Read the following text to answer questions 23 to 
26. 

Reading Cobain's Pain 
 

Next month late Nirvana front man Kurt Cobain's 
life will once again become public property, courtesy t 
Riverhead Books. And true to Cobain form , "Journals" 
which NEWSWEEK's Lorraine Ali described in last 
week U.S edition as "a collection of handwritten diary 
entries: letters, band memos, drawings, screeds and 
cries from the heart" - won't be released without 
controversy. 

Riverhead has reportedly paid Cobain's widow 
Courtney Love, and his 10-year-old daughter, France; 
roughly $4 million for "Journals". As Ali writes, some 
fan "worry that it's an invasion of Cobain's privacy, his 
suicide in April 1994 being tragic, irrefutable evidence 
of his desire to be left alone." Many would tend to 
agree. But having, read the book, Ali seems to 
acknowledge its value "Journals can be raw and 
unsettling," she writes. But "the book also illuminates 
Cobain's sweet, whimsical side." She continues. "These 
contradictions may enhance the way; we listen to 
Nirvana." 
 
 

UN-SMA-05-23 
The passage is mainly about ... 
A. the contradiction between Cobain and Lorrainne 

Ali 
B. the publication of Kurt's Cobain's life 
C. Lorraine All's life in Riverhead Books 
D. the 10-year-old daughter's problems 
E. Cobain's widow's suicide 
 

UN-SMA-05-24 
The main idea of the second paragraph is ... 
A. Nirvana fans will be sweet 
B. the journals make the fans tragic 
C. Kurt Cobain's life will become public property 
D. Ali's books will be written by the widow, of 

Cobain 
E. $4 million has been paid to Cobain's widow and 

daughter 
 

UN-SMA-05-25 
All of these statements are true, EXCEPT ...  
A. Kurt Cobain's life becomes public property  
B. Lorrainne Ali wrote an article in NEWSWEEK 
C. Riverhead paid Cobain's widow and his daughter 

$4 million for "Journals" 
D. Cobain died because of a sickness he suffered for a 

longtime 
E. "Journals" illuminates Cobain's sweet whimsical 

side 
 

UN-SMA-05-26 
"But having read the book. AH seems to acknowledge 
its value." (Paragraph 2) The closest meaning of the 
underlined word is ... 
A. understand  
B. accustom 
C. report 
D. admit 
E. refuse 
 
Text 3 
Read the following text to answer questions 27 to 
31, 

The increasing employment of Indonesian women 
workers comes mostly from middle-and-upper-income 
families. This is because many of them have got higher 
education. Today more than half of all women college 
graduates are employed, compared to four out often 
high school graduates, three out often elementary 
school graduates, and only two out often among those 
with less than grade five in school. Most of the 
working girls in the 1980s were unskilled, but today's 
working women have considerably more education 
than those who do not work. Among the working 
women only three fourths are high school graduates 
and less than 10 percent have not been to high school at 
all. 
Most well-educated middle class working women hold 
white collar or professional jobs. Although many other 
kinds of work are offered to college graduated women, 
clerical work and teaching are mostly preferred. About 
three fifths of the girls who are graduated from high 
schools take clerical jobs. 



UN-SMA-05-27 
What is the passage about? 
A. Tile shirt from household work to professional and 

clerical work for women 
B. A comparison between well-educated and less-

educated working women 
C. The number of employed middle-class working 

women 
D. Job choice for working women  
E. Working women in the 1980s 
 

UN-SMA-05-28 
The main idea of paragraph two is ... 
A. More than half of college graduated women are 

professionals 
B. Many kinds of work are offered to educated 

women 
C. Less educated working women like working as 

clerks 
D. The profession as a teacher and a clerk is suitable 

for women 
E. The profession as a teacher is better than the 

profession as a clerk 
 

UN-SMA-05-29 
Which is TRUE about women employees according to 
the text? 
A. Most high-school graduates take clerical jobs. 
B. There arc more college graduates than high-school 

graduates. 
C. Elementary-school graduates are comparable to 

college graduates. 
D. The women workers are mostly elementary-school 

graduates. 
E. Less than twenty percent of women workers didn't 

finish elementary school. 
 

UN-SMA-05-30 
What is meant by white collar jobs? The underlined 
phrase means ...  
A. teachers  
B. clerical work  
C. professional jobs  
D. middle-class work  
E. upper-class work 
 

UN-SMA-05-31 
According to the passage, teaching is considered as 
A. a white collar or professional job 
B. an educated employment 
C. middle-class work 
D. proportional work 
E. clerical work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Text 4 
Read the following text to answer questions 32 to 
36. 
 

Gunung Tujuh Lake is one of the many lakes in 
Kabupaten Kerinci in Jambi province. It is an amazing 
tourist place to visit. The location of Gunung Tujuh 
Lake is in Kecamatan Kayu Aro. It is about 50 km 
from Sungai Penuh to Pelompek village by public 
transport. Then people climb and walk for another 4 
km or for 2.5 hours. The lake is surrounded by steep 
forest slopes and seven mountains. The highest peak of 
Gunung Tujuh Lake is 1,950 m above sea level. The 
length of the lake is 4,5 km and the width is 3 km. It is 
a volcanic lake and the highest in Southeast Asia. The 
temperature around the lake is very cold. Besides 
waterfalls you can also find animals such as siamang. 
elephants and birds. Gunung Tujuh Lake is really 
beautiful with a spectacular scenery. 
 

UN-SMA-05-32 
What does the text mainly talk about?  
A. Amazing tourist resorts in Jambi,  
B. Gunung Tujuh Lake in Jambi.  
C. Volcanic lakes in Jambi,  
D. Steep forest slopes in Jambi.  
E. Waterfalls in Jambi. 
 

UN-SMA-05-33 
The main idea of the text is that ... 
A. Gunung Tujuh Lake is a beautiful tourist resort 
B. the location of Gunung Tujuh Lake is difficult to 

reach 
C. Gunung Tujuh Lake is the only lake in Sumatra 
D. tourists from Southeast Asia visit this beautiful 

lake 
E. the animals are more attractive than the lake itself 
 

UN-SMA-05-34 
Which statement is TRUE according to the text? 
A. The lake is 3 km long,  
B. Gunung Tujuh Lake is not a volcanic lake. 
C. Gunung Tujuh Lake is 4.5 km away from Sungai 

Penuh. 
D. There are steep forest slopes and seven mountains 

around the lake, 
E. Siamangs are the only animals that can be found in 

Gunung Tujuh Lake. 
 

UN-SMA-05-35 
"Gunung Tujuh Lake is really beautiful with a 
spectacular scenery." 
The underlined word means ... 
A. amusing 
B. remarkable 
C. lovely 
D. pretty 
E. touching 
 



UN-SMA-05-36 
"The lake is surrounded by steep ..." 
The underlined word means almost ... 
A. vertical 
B. broad 
C. deep 
D. high 
E. large 
 
Read the following dialogues and answer the 
questions. 
 

UN-SMA-05-37 
Mom :  Girls, make up your beds! 
Nindy :  What did mom say to you just now? 
Ninin :  She asked us ... our beds. 
A. makeup 
B. made up 
C. to make up 
D. making up 
E. should make up 
 

UN-SMA-05-38 
Becky :  What's wrong with you, Dicky? 
Dicky :  I sprained my ankle when I … football, 
A. play 
B. was playing 
C. playing 
D. is playing 
E. was played 
 

UN-SMA-05-3 
A  :  Dad, I got a straight "A" for mathematics.  
B :  Really? Oh. your mom and I are really proud of 

you. 
The underlined phrase expresses ... 
A. sympathy 
B. satisfaction 
C. irony 
D. obligation 
E. pride 
 

UN-SMA-05-40 
Dony : Excuse me. Is it all right if I sit beside you?  
Rina : With pleasure. 
From the dialogue above we know that Dony asks for 
A. apology 
B. information  
C. permission  
D. sympathy  
E. pleasure 
 

UN-SMA-05-41 
X : Hi, Nina! What's up? Why do you look so sad? 
Y : I've got a terrible headache. 
X : Oh, poor you ...? 
A. Can I get you some aspirin 
B. May I come to your house 
C. Could you come to my house 
D. Can you do me a favour 
E. Can you help me 
 
 

UN-SMA-05-42 
Farmer :  I... you'll have delivered the fertilizer by 

the end of this month. 
Shopkeeper : I'm afraid I can't. The new regulation 

makes everything more complicated, 
A. plan 
B. hope 
C. want 
D. think 
E. doubt 
 

UN-SMA-05-43 
Hardi :   I failed my driving test. 
Budi :  ... I'm sure you will be successful next time, 
A. Hard luck 
B. That's good  
C. Good luck 
D. Sincerely yours 
E. God bless you 
 

UN-SMA-05-44 
Wido : Would you like me to carry these books, 

sir? 
Mr. Sumadi : Sure. Thank you very much.  
The underlined expression shows ...  
A. offering to do something  
B. asking to do something  
C. apologizing for someone's mistake  
D. disagreeing with someone's opinion  
E. greeting someone 
 

UN-SMA-05-45 
Tony :  Hi. Andi, what about going to Agung's 

birthday party tonight?  
Andi :  I'm afraid I can't. I am going somewhere with 

Dwi. 
The underlined sentence is used to ...  
A. decline an invitation 
B. ask for permission 
C. agree to do something 
D. express a surprise  
E. ask for an apology 
 

UN-SMA-05-46 
David :  Have you finished doing the English 

assignment? 
Dona : Not yet. But I ... it by 5 o'clock,  
A. will finish  
B. will be finishing  
C. will have finished  
D. will be finished  
E. will have been finishing 
 



UN-SMA-05-47 
Wati :  Lots of women are incapable of working in 

Malaysia this year.  
Warni :  Why? 
Wati : Because they are unskilled workers. 
From the underlined expression we can conclude that 
lots of women ... in Malaysia. 
A. are not working 
B. will not work 
C. cannot work 
D. must not work 
E. are not going to work 
 

UN-SMA-05-48 
A : You have only a few minutes before the train 

leaves, or you ... it. 
B : Thank you for reminding me. 
A. might miss 
B. have missed 
C. are missing 
D. have to miss 
E. should have missed  
 

UN-SMA-05-49 
A : How was the result of your test? 
B : I am really.... I got a good score, 
A. disappointed 
B. appreciated  
C. excited 
D. satisfied 
E. dedicated 
 

UN-SMA-05-50 
Albert : You told me that you had an accident. Where 

is your motorcycle now? 
Bertha : That's right. It ... to the garage to be repaired, 
A. has brought 
B. is bringing 
C. would be brought 
D. is being brought 
E. will be bringing 
 

UN-SMA-05-51 
Agung : Send this letter today.  
Secretary : Yes, Sir. 
From the dialogue we know that Agung will have the 
letter ... 
A. deliver  
B. delivered  
C. to deliver 
D. to be delivering 
E. delivering 
 

UN-SMA-05-52 
Aldo : Did you attend the meeting last Monday?  
Fery :  I would if 1 had been invited.  
The underlined utterance means ...  
A. Fery didn't attend the meeting  
B. Fery plans to attend the meeting 
C. Fery knew about the meeting and he attended the 

meeting 
D. Fery was not invited to the meeting but he came  
E. Fery was invited to the meeting but he didn't come 

UN-SMA-05-53 
Sherly : Billows of smoke from the forest fires in 

Jambi, Riau and West Kalimantan are 
becoming thicker and thicker. They have 
harmful effects on our health and daily 
activities. 

Raissa  : That's right. I think the government ... people 
to understand the value of forests and stop 
their bad habits. 

A. educated 
B. have educated 
C. are educating 
D. would educate 
E. should have educated 
 
The following incomplete paragraph is for questions 
no 54 to 56. Fill in the blank spaces with suitable 
words. 

THE RED CROSS 
The Red Cross is an international organization 

that helps the sick, the hungry and the ...(54). It has its 
headquarters at Geneva in Switzerland. Its symbol is a 
red cross on a white flag. 

The Red Cross was founded by Henry Dunant in 
1863 after he had seen the terrible suffering of ...(55) 
soldiers. The organization helps the wounded of all 
armies, It does not take sides. Today it is based in more 
than 70 countries and ... (56) soldiers and civilians all 
over the world. 
 
 

UN-SMA-05-54 
A. victims 
B. accident 
C. screaming  
D. suffering  
E. soldiers 
 

UN-SMA-05-55 
A. dead 
B. killed 
C. damaged  
D. destroyed  
E. wounded 
 

UN-SMA-05-56 
A. cares for 
B. looks for 
C. asks for  
D. helps for  
E. gives for 
 
Read the following sentences and answer the 
questions. 
 

UN-SMA-05-57 
Because of the ... of pesticides, our environment is now 
in danger. 
A. use 
B. misuse 
C. misproduce 
D. produce 
E. production 



UN-SMA-05-58 
People have built the dams since the earliest time to ... 
water. 
A. arrange 
B. regulate 
C. manage 
D. store 
E. treat 
 

UN-SMA-05-59 
In order to stabilize self-sufficiency in food, rice 
production is boosted to continuously increase mainly 
by implementing a rice policy. The underlined word 
means ... 
A. stopped the challenge 
B. prevented the progress 
C. given a blow 
D. decreased 
E. given a push up 
 

UN-SMA-05-60 
Banks normally hold customers' money in two distinct 
forms: current account and deposit account. 
The underlined word is similar to ... 
A. different 
B. important 
C. similar 
D. separated 
E. equal 
 


